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unlock the door to a smart,
simple, connected home. 
Your customers can’t be everywhere at once. But with the 4Home Software Solution from Motorola, they can feel 
like they are. This integrated platform lets anyone manage and monitor home tasks from anywhere, at any time.

Now your customers can unlock the door for their kids when they’re stuck at work, or turn on the lights when 
they’re across town—or across the country. And when they’re at home, they can change the thermostat settings
as easily as changing channels.

Want to learn more?  Visit us at BOOTH #733.
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Abracadabra: Verizon Wireless Pulls Viewdini Out of the Hat
Not only did Verizon Wireless come to the Cable Show, but it opted to use the conference to announce the launch of 
“viewdini,” a portal for searching movies, TV shows and other video on mobile devices. “Comcast Xfinity is the first part-
ner in this,” said Verizon Wireless pres/CEO Dan Mead during the Tues general session. “It will be in the market in the 
next 3-4 weeks... We saw the hunger of consumers to get this info whenever they wanted on whatever device they have.” 
In the works for years, Hulu Plus, mSpot and Netflix are also among the participants at launch for viewdini, with more—
including Verizon FiOS—expected to be added soon. Customers can search for a title, topic or star’s name, and viewdini 
will let them know which services have mobile video for streaming and whether it’s free or available by subscription, rental 
or for purchase. Actor/writer/dir Ed Burns, who shared the stage with Mead, said this is yet another example of the chang-
ing media landscape. When Burns released a film directly to iTunes in ’08, he estimates that 75% of journalists laughed at 
him. “The audience has changed. They aren’t nostalgic for the theater or their prime-time programming when the family sits 
down at 8 o’clock and watches ‘Happy Days,’” he said. Burns also gave a shout-out to MVPDs for VOD that now let’s peo-
ple across the country access independent films at the same time they open to art houses in NY and L.A. “That has been 
the real game changer for the smaller films that don’t have the ad budget to compete with The Avengers,” he said. Access is 
key. In fact, it’s “no longer about creating value through scarcity,” but giving customers what they want, said Vevo pres/CEO 
Rio Caraeff. He believes we’re in the midst of a generational shift in which access is becoming more valuable than owner-
ship to younger people (think of Vevo’s music video service or Spotify). “We’re living in between both worlds right now,” 
Caraeff said. All of that access requires data, which prompted a question about Comcast’s decision to ditch the 250GB cap 
and move to at least 300GB per customer with an option to buy more capacity. “From our perspective, it was about flex-
ibility and choice,” said Comcast Cable CEO Neil Smit. Caraeff admitted to being hesitant recently to watch a movie on his 
iPad because he wasn’t sure if he was nearing his 10GB limit on his Verizon plan. But he thinks it’s reasonable to pay more 
when you use more. “The worse thing that can happen is when the audience feels like its ability to consume and share is 
limited,” he said. -- Back to viewdini, it’ll be available to Verizon Wireless customers with 4G LTE Android devices, with sup-
port for other operating systems expected to be added soon. The free app can be downloaded in the Google Play store. 
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Deals: Google closed its acquisition of Motorola Mobility, acquiring it for $12.5bln ($40/share in cash). Sanjay Jha has 
stepped down as CEO of Motorola Mobility. Dennis Woodside, who has overseen integration planning and was previously 
pres, Google’s Americas region, has become the new CEO. Dan Moloney will continue to oversee the Home division, 
which includes Moto’s cable set-top biz. Not many details about that business unit at this point. Instead, Google stressed 
that Motorola Mobility would remain an Android license and that Android will remain open.

VOD: In Demand announced what it’s calling the country’s 1st-ever Spanish language PPV and VOD event service.  
Expected to launch in 4Q, it will be made available to all cable systems in the US. Programming will include live sporting 
events with commentary produced in Spanish, such as boxing, MMA, UFC, wrestling and intl sports. 

FCC in Boston: Shared services agreements are “getting closer attention at the FCC,” FCC chmn Julius Genachowski 
said during his one-on-one interview with NCTA chief Michael Powell at the Cable Show. Genachowski said deals in which 
broadcasters jointly negotiate retrans consent, “raise real issues.” Whether the FCC steps in remains to be seen. Genach-
owski praised cable for its work in broadband. The Commission had set a goal of affordable 100Mbps broadband to 100mln 
homes in the US by ’20. With cable’s DOCSIS 3.0, “we’re well on the way,” he said. Powell noted that cable has increased 
speeds 900% in a decade. Genachowski also praised the industry’s work on broadband adoption, including its efforts 
aimed at low income families. The Ad Council announced Tues that it will make digital literacy and digital adoption a prior-
ity, launching a multi-lingual campaign. As for usage based pricing, he said it could be good for consumers because some 
could have lower bills. Experimentation in the area is completely appropriate, he said. Public Knowledge and Free Press 
jumped on the comments. ““Of course, broadband providers should be free to try different pricing strategies. But the FCC’s 
apparent endorsement of these plans only makes sense in a world with real broadband competition. Unfortunately, the 
wireline broadband market is at best a duopoly and is trending toward a cable monopoly. That makes broadband providers’ 
pricing schemes almost immune to market discipline and consumer response,” said Free Press policy dir Matt Wood. 

In the Courts: NAB filed a petition with the US Court of Appeals for DC asking it to review the FCC’s order requiring it to 
publish political advertising info online. The broadcaster group called the decision arbitrary and capricious.

WiFi: First came the WiFi collaboration announcement, now comes Comcast’s news that customers can now make calls 
for free within a WiFi network with Xfinity Connect Mobile app. The MSO announced “Voice 2go,” which also allows calls 
to be made using a customer’s 4G or 3G wireless data plan, which don’t use wireless minutes. Other features include 
advanced call forwarding, which allows customers to forward calls to their home phone to up to 4 additional phones or 
devices (even an iPad or iPod Touch via the Xfinity Connect Mobile app). Xfinity Voice also now offers up to 4 personal 
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phone numbers that are separate from the primary account holder’s phone number. It’s billing this as a way to cut costs 
because children can use an iPod touch, for example, to communicate via a WiFi network, eliminating the need to sub-
scribe to an additional monthly cellular plan. 

CTAM Luncheon: Comcast Cable CEO Neil Smit opened up to Cable Show attendees at CTAM’s luncheon Tues, giv-
ing a glimpse into his management style partly shaped by his former life as a Navy Seal. “I’m really tough on execution,” 
he said. “I don’t like sloppiness.” At the same time, he said he promotes an open environment at Comcast and urges his 
reports to tell him the truth. “If we’re heading off a cliff, say something,” he said. As for the marketplace, Smit said cloud-
based computing is top of his mind as he plots out Comcast’s long-term strategy—although he said the pace of change in 
the marketplace makes it difficult to implement. “That’s been really important,” he said. “It’s just a matter of grinding through 
it.” After 2 years at cable’s largest MSO, Smit said he’s amped up marketing and streamlined certain decision chains to 
ensure Comcast projects a “lean forward” attitude. “There’s less cautiousness,” he said. But while he encourages creativ-
ity, he said discipline is key. “It’s easy to come up with ideas,” he said. “It’s harder to cut them.” Smit also gave 5 principles 
he lives by: 1) “Teamwork is everything” 2) “You play to win.” 3) “You move fast.” 4) “You lead from the front.” 5) “You have 
to continue to develop your people and develop your abilities, or you’ll fall behind.” Smit also fielded a question on retrans, 
considering that Comcast is both an operator and a broadcaster on the NBCU side. “It’ll work itself out,” he said. “Gener-
ally speaking, I’d like to see the marketplace decide. I’d like to see a less regulatory involvement.”

Operationally Speaking: Even in a shaky economy, operational gurus cited fierce competition for the best front-line talent. 
“You’ve got to work pretty hard to find good people,” said Suddenlink evp/COO Tom McMillin at a panel about modern 
cable management. Cox Comm evp/COO Jill Campbell said re-training existing employees can be even more difficult 
than finding new ones, “particularly with the folks on the phone.” Key to success is clarifying and simplifying jobs to take out 
clutter. “You have to be sure not to bombard your people with things they don’t need to know,” she said. “What’s the most 
important thing? The customer experience.” She also advised ops to hire good leaders and supervisors. “We can do all the 
training and all the recruiting that we can do, but if we don’t have good supervisors… then all of that is for not,” she said. 
Charter Comm pres, operations Steve Apodaca said enthusiasm flows from the top. “It’s important to change the culture,” 
he said. “You’ve got get them to believe.” He said that’s especially true with rising consumer expectations driven by products 
like the iPad. “The consumer electronics firms are the ones setting the standard, and we’ve got to live up to that,” he said. 

Newsmakers: A panel of TV newsies was the liveliest session at the Cable Show Tues, with MSNBC host Chris Mat-
thews screaming so loudly that we wondered why NCTA even bothered with a mic. Kudos to C-SPAN’s Steve Scully for 
moderating the mayhem and turning the other cheek when Matthews scolded him when he brought up his infamous “thrill 
going up my leg” quote. Matthews did have the quote of the panel, exclaiming (shouting): “Thank God for cable.” Other-
wise, America would be saddled with network lemming thinking, he said. Univision anchor Maria Elena Salinas said 
it’s dangerous that people “want to watch news where people agree with them,” arguing that there is a fine line between 
news and commentary, and the avg voter doesn’t know the difference. “There is nothing wrong with advocacy journalism. 
There is nothing wrong with objective journalism either,” said CNN’s John King. Matthews didn’t agree that viewers have a 
hard time discerning the difference. As for the presidential election, Matthews believes it’s too early call. The 3 debates are 
“going to be spectacular,” he predicted. Speaking of debates, King defended his decision to ask Newt Gingrich about his 
ex-wife’s statement that he had asked for an open marriage. King predicted Gingrich’s negative reaction, but said it was a 
legitimate question because it was the top story of the day. Matthews and Salinas agreed that he made the right call, and 
even Gingrich said midway through the debate, “Isn’t this a great debate?,” according to King. 

Spotlight on Advertising: Today’s launch of cross-platform advertising business unit Comcast Media 360 will enable 
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Comcast to “aggregate impressions across the full spectrum of video screens,” Andrew Ward, newly minted vp of the unit, 
said at the Cable Show. Calling this process under a silo’d model “a cumbersome task,” Ward said CM360 speeds time to 
market. The division will integrate consumer segmentation tools with Comcast’s infrastructure to deliver targeted ads, use 
interactive platforms like telescoping and VOD to foster deeper engagement, and work with independent research com-
panies to measure the impact of advertising. “We’ve got a lot of data,” he said at the “Which Screen? Every Screen” panel. 
“The question is, How do we apply that data to provide intelligence for more robust measurement than cost per thousands 
and reach. You can’t rely on intuition. You need to back it up with analytics.” John Moore, chief media officer at ad agency 
Mullen, said not only are screen preferences shifting—he cited 50% smart phone and 20% tablet penetration—but the 
content being viewed is, too. He pointed to the rise of non-network content, citing YouTube shortform series “Wigs” with 
Julia Styles and Jennifer Garner as “exactly the kind of content marketers want to associate with.” ESPN svp, multimedia 
sales Patricia Betron said the network has not experienced erosion as sports fans embrace smaller screens. “Ultimately 
advertisers are going to follow effectiveness at scale, and what drives effectiveness is engagement,” she said.

Cable Hall of Fame: At times emotional, at other times funny… and at all times reflective, the Cable Center inducted 6 
more colleagues into the Cable Hall of Fame Mon night, reminding everyone once again that cable’s roots run long and 
deep. “When you’re referred to as a cable guy, I wear it as a badge of pride,” said inductee Phil Lind, vice chmn of Rog-
ers Comm. “Once a cable guy, always a cable guy. Man or woman, we are truly a band of brothers.” Other inductees 
spoke of the importance of friends and family, at times becoming emotional as they looked out at the crowd. “There’s no 
crying in cable TV,” joked Ann Carlsen as she fought back tears. In a heartfelt speech, BET chmn/CEO Debra Lee spoke 
of her parents’ sacrifices so she could be successful. “I know they are looking down tonight very proudly,” she said. Oth-
ers marveled at how far the industry has come. Intermedia Partners managing partner Leo Hindery acknowledged the 
importance of the “summer of love” he spearheaded in the late 1990s while running TCI, a series of system swaps that 
clustered the industry and largely set the stage for the broadband buildout that followed. But he said he doesn’t want to 
be remembered for what he did “but for how we did it.” On the comedy front, former CNN host Larry King had the crowd 
in stitches, declaring after his introductory video, “Christ, I thought I died.” Then he mentioned his younger wife and 2 kids, 
noting “it was done without Viagra” before a moment of serious reflection. “I love this industry,” he said. “I love being part of 
it. I love contributing to it.” Lenfest Comm founder Gerry Lenfest, meanwhile, humbly gave credit to those around him as 
he built the company. “I owe my success really to the team we developed,” he said. Accepting the Bresnan Ethics in Busi-
ness award was Alan Gerry, former Cablevision Industries chmn/CEO until it merged with Time Warner Cable in ’95. He 
praised the late Bill Bresnan and urged execs to always act ethically even when no one’s watching. “In our hearts, we all 
know the difference between right and wrong,” he said.

Summer Games:  The 2012 London Olympics will offer an unprecedented 5,535 hours of coverage, said Gary Zenkel, 
pres, NBC Olympics and evp, strategic partnerships, NBC Sports Group at a Cable Show panel Tues. Coverage across 
all networks, online and mobile platforms will peak at 40 live simultaneous feeds. In Zenkel’s view, the Olympics will show-

http://www.c-span.org
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case what the ecosystem and particularly TV Everywhere is capable of. But since authentication is required to access 
the Games’ content, it’s going to take some heavy-handed marketing on the part of NBCU and its distribution partners. 
“This is a great moment for TV Everywhere,” he said, adding that live streaming video doesn’t cannibalize a primetime 
audience. “Each time we make content more accessible, it drives more buzz and it drives more viewership… We will hold 
nothing back.” He touched on the network breakdown a bit: NBC will do 275 hours, MSNBC will do a lot of long-form 
coverage, Bravo will feature the Olympic tennis tournament and NBC Sports Group will be platform for several US teams, 
with coverage 4am to 8pm. NBCSN will be “the home of tremendous amount of Olympic content for the next 10 years,” 
he said. Additionally, 1K assets will be available via STBs as well as 3D coverage, in partnership with Panasonic. Key 
to ensuring the authentication process runs smoothly is customer education, in the form of “clear marketing messages,” 
which consumers will start to see mid-June in national and local promotional spots, social network messages and a 
sweepstakes. Consumers will get a “barrage of information about how one can access all of this content,” he said. “There’s 
no better reflection of what the ecosystem is capable of than this.” Good for TVE, perhaps, but not so good for the balance 
sheet just yet. “We will not make a profit in London,” Zenkel said. The Games are part of a 2003 NBC legacy deal, but he 
expects the network to profit from the following 2 Olympics Games. 

No OTT for HBO: HBO still has no plans to go over the top, said co-pres Eric Kessler. “You’re looking at targeting the larg-
est possible audience that is likely to buy your product. The HBO viewer watches 20 hours more television a month than 
the average viewer. They are not the first to cut the cord; they are the last.” 92% of network viewers currently watch on their 
home televisions, he said, with 6% viewing on-demand and the other 1%-2% using HBO GO. Based on viewing trends 
among younger demos, “The important thing to remember is that last number is going to increase significantly over time.”

Q&A with Sundance Channel evp, gm Sarah Barnett: AMC Nets’ COO Ed Carroll told CableFAX he’s laying 
some bets on Sundance, regarding moving into the scripted realm. What’s your motivation and goals going 
into scripted? He and I have been talking in earnest for the past year about it. It really feels like a no brainer to me that 
Sundance as a brand should take advantage of this moment of such great narrative, scripted content, and such great 
creatives… This sort of Sundance tradition of great narrative storytelling and film should and could translate so beautifully 
into television. We put together this strategy for Sundance to really follow in the impressive footsteps of AMC. We have 
greenlit and are in pre-production on our first wholly-owned scripted project called “Rectify.” We’re going to be launching 
that sometime early next year. And alongside that, at the beginning of next year, we’re also going to be launching a really 
exciting co-production which is a 7-part close-ended series called “Top of the Lake,” which is being shot right now in New 
Zealand and directed by Jane Campion. You’re covering a lot of ground with your nonfiction slate—from murder to 
open marriages to the educational system. What’s the through line? We hope that there’s a through line with all of 
our content, whether it’s the independent movies that we air, fiction or nonfiction, it’s really about lifting the lid on a world 
that our viewers may not have seen before, or looking at a familiar world in a fresh way. It all connects to this idea of open-
ing our eyes to the world and seeing things in a slightly different way than we did before we engaged with these stories. 
That gives us the ability to tell stories in any area. I saw the first episode of “Push Girls” (premiering Mon June 4, 10pm) 
and I’m wondering, will they all make you cry? Well I’ll tell you, the 2nd one will. I mean one of the reasons we fell in love 
with this show was because we felt that is was sort of a perfect Sundance combination of doing something substantial 
and lifting the lid on a world as I say that people may not have looked into before, a world of women in wheelchairs. At the 
same time these women are so profoundly inspiring and so amazingly moving that I think you will go on a real emotional 
rollercoaster each week with these women.

Technology: FourthWall Media announced a tech license deal with Microsoft Advertising. It will license a set-top box 
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data collection and processing system 
from Microsoft Advertising. FourthWall 
will assume daily operations of Micro-
soft Advertising’s set top box collection 
and analytics framework as part of the 
FourthWall AdAim Network.

Veteran Venture: A group of cable 
vets have founded Sarepta Advi-
sors, a global advisory firm focused 
on providing strategic, technologi-
cal and operational solutions to the 
media and communications industry. 
The founding team includes former 
Charter CTO Marwan Fawaz; Matt 
Bell, former vp, IP network and dev 
at Charter; Cedar Point co-founder 
and former evp George Kassas; and 
former Liberty Global Europe CTO 
Sudhir Ispahani. 

People: Turner’s Monica Neal was 
named svp, public relations for TV 
One. -- Rod Perth was named as the 
new pres/CEO of NATPE. Prior to join-
ing NATPE, he was founder and pres 
of RHP Media Consulting. Previous 
posts include pres, USA Networks Ent. 

Show Circuit: 99 bottles of beer on 
the wall… ESPN treated attendees to 
a sampling of Sam Adams brews and 
tour of the brewery. 3 cheers for the 
Grumpy Monk and the beer-infused 
appetizers. -- The Weather Channel 
celebrated its 30-year anniversary with 
a “Wine and Weather”-themed dinner 
Tues evening with distribution partners 
and media at the swanky Barbara 
Lynch venture Menton. A sommelier 
guided guests through wine paired 
with seasonal foods.

http://universalsports.com/
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when you started deploying the last “great new thing” the 
answer as to when the next one is going to be offered to 
your customers will be different.

This is a truth that the legislators, regulators and our 
customers need to understand. I distinctly remember 
sitting at breakfast many years ago with the CEO of one 
of the then largest cable companies in the business. He 
was talking to me about deploying new cable boxes. His 
company, he said, needed to do that, but most boxes 
available were still using a “386” chip and he knew the 
“486” was coming out in about a year and would create 
a much better box. He decided to wait, since that would 
give his customers the best technology they could get, 
but they would be very unhappy for the next year while 
they waited. He also knew that once those boxes were 
deployed, he wouldn’t be able to financially do it again 
for quite a while.

So was he right? I think so, but he sure got a lot of heat! 
This is always true in an industry like ours, which is re-
ally a lot of different businesses in different phases of 
development. Big, urban systems can do things smaller, 
less urban systems cannot, for instance. Yet the press 
and the regulators tend to treat us as though we were all 
alike. Not so.  

So take in all the new, great stuff, but remind folks that 
it doesn’t and can’t just show up in everyone’s home 
tomorrow. We make a big mistake if we give that impres-
sion, or if the writers and the regulators assume that’s 
possible. It all depends on your perspective, and remem-
bering to use both ends of 
that “looking glass.”

Through The Looking Glass
Commentary by Steve Effros

We’re gathered in Boston this week to take our traditional 
once-yearly look at where the cable industry has been, 
and is going. It’s always invigorating because our tech-
nology, capabilities and business plans are in an almost 
constant state of change. But it’s important to view those 
changes with a realistic eye, recognizing that the “look-
ing glass” that allows us to see far into the future should 
also be turned around, looking through the lenses from a 

different perspective, to see the varied 
details of our current positions.

Inevitably, afar, we’ll see the “latest” 
and the “newest.” That’s great. We’re 
spending lots of time talking about 
data transmission, the newest itera-
tion of DOCSIS, the ability to increase 
speed and bandwidth for broadband 

customers, expand the universe of “TV Everywhere,” and 
make sure all the new programming can be found with 
the snazziest, most user friendly navigation devices and 
marketing designs that are being demonstrated all over 
the Show floor.

But it’s also important to reiterate the reality of our busi-
ness; it, at heart, is a local infrastructure business. No 
matter how “neat” the new thing is, no matter how obvi-
ous the consumer appeal, no matter what the efficiency 
it will bring to our offerings, it will still take time to deploy. 
Indeed, many cable systems will not realistically be able 
to use that “newest” technology in their particular com-
munity for a long time.

That’s not because they don’t want to, it’s just the na-
ture of the business we’re in. And as I’ve written about 
a lot in these columns lately, it’s not that easy to even 
define what that business is! What’s increasingly clear 
is that there is more than one business, and depending 
on where you are, how big your customer base is, and 

(Steve Effros was President of CATA for 23 years and is 
now an advisor and consultant to the cable industry)

T:202-630-2099
steve@effros.com
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